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Abstract
This paper solves a longstanding
open problem
in dynamic algorithms:
We present the first dynamic
algorithms
that maintain
connectivity,
2-edge connectivity,
bipartiteness,
cycle-equivalence,
and approximate
minimum spanning
trees in polylogarithmic
time per operation. The algorithms
are designed using a new dynamic
technique
which combines a novel graph decomposition
with randomization.
They are Las-Vegas type randomized algorithms
which use simple data structures
and
have a small constant
factor.
For a sequence of fl(rno ) operations,
where no is the
number of edges in the initial
graph, the expected time
for p updates is O(p log3 n) for connectivity
and bipartiteness
and 0(plog4
n) for 2-edge connectivity.
The
worst-case time for one query is O(log n/ log log n). For
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by a factor

of log log n.

Introduction

In many areas of computer
science, graph algorithms
play an important
role: Problems
modeled
as a graphs
are solved by computing
a property
of the graph. If the
underlying
problem
instance changes incrementally,
algorithms
are needed that quickly compute the property
in the modified
graph. Algorithms
that make use of previous solutions and, thus, solve the problem
faster than
recomputation
from scratch are called (fully)
dynarmc
graph algorithms.
To be precise, a dynamic
algorithm
is a data structure
that supports the following
three operations:
(1) insert an edge e, (2) delete an edge e, and
(3) test if the graph fulfills
a certain property,
e. g. are
two given vertices connect ed.
Previous
TVork.
In recent years a lot of work has
been done in dynamic
algorithms
(see [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8,
10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19] for connectivity-related
work in
undirected
graphs).
There is also a large body of work
for restricted
classes of graphs and for insertions-only
algorithms.
Currently
the best time bounds
for dynamic algorithms
in undirected
graphs are: O(@)
per
update for a minimum
spanning
forest [3]; 0(A)
per
update and O(1) per query for connectivity
[3]; O(fi)
per update and O(log n) 1 per query for 2-edge connectivity (“Are there 2 edge-disjoint
paths between two vertices?”)
[3]; O(filog
n) per update and 0(log2 n) per
query for cycle-equivalence
(“Does the removal of the
given 2 edges disconnect
the graph?”)
[11]; O(@)
per
update
and O(1) per query for bipartiteness
(“Is the
graph bipartite?”)
[3].
There is a lower bound in the cell probe model of
fl(log n/ log log n) on the amortized
time per operation
for all these problems
which applies to randomized
algorithms
[9, 11]. In [1] it is shown that the average update time of (a variant of) the above connectivity y, 2-edge
connectivity y, and bipartiteness
algorithms
is O(n/@+
log n) if the edges used in updates are chosen uniformly
from a given edge set.
Thus, for dense graphs their
average performance
nearly matches the lower bound.

the k-edge witness
problem
(“Does
the removal
of k
given edges disconnect
the graph?” ) the expected time
for p updates
is O(p log3 n) and expected
time for q
queries is O(qk log3 n). Note that cycle-equivalence
is
equivalent
to the 2-edge witness problem.
Given a graph
wit h k different
weights,
the minimum
spanning
tree
in
can be maintained
during
a sequence of p updates
an algorithm
expected
time O(pk log3 n). This implies
to maintain
a 1 +e-approximation
of the minimum
spanfor p upning tree in expected time O(p log3 n(log U)/e)
dates, where the weights of the edges are between 1 and
U. We sketch a modification
to our connectivity
algorithm which reduces the update time for this and other
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the paper the logarithms

are base 2.

A maxzmal spanning
fom’t
decomposition
of OTder k is a decomposition
of a graph into k edge., Fk such that
F,
disjoint
spanning
forests F1,..
is a maximal
spanning forest of G, = G \ U, <,F~.
The maximal
spanning forest decomposition
is interesting
since U,F, is a graph with O(kn)
edges
that has the same k-edge connected
components
as G [15].

In planar
graphs dynamic
algorithms
for minimum
spanning
forest,
connectivity y and 2-edge connectivity y
are given in [5] that are close to the lower bound:
they
take time 0(log2 n) per deletion and O(log n) per insertions and query. However,
the constant
factor of these
algorithms
is quite large and not suited for implementation
[5]. Thus, the following
questions
were posed as
challenging
open questions
in [4, 5, 17]:
(1) Can the above properties
be maintained
dynamically in polylogarithmic
time in (general)
graphs?
(2) Is the constant
factor in the dynamic
algorithms
small such that an efficient
implementation
is possible?
New
Results.
This paper gives a positive
answer to
both questions.
It presents
a new technique
for designing dynamic
algorithms
with polylogarithmic
time
per operation
and applies this technique
to the dynamic
connectivity,
2-edge connectivity,
bipartiteness,
and cycleequivalence
problem.
The resulting
algorithms
are LasVegas type randomized
algorithms
which use simple data
structures
and have a small constant factor.
For a sequence of f2(m0 ) update
operations,
where
m. is the number
of edges in the initial
graph the following amortized
expected update times and worst-case
query times are achieved:

1. connectivity
time

O(log

in update
time
n/ log log n);

2. 2-edge connectivity
in update
query time O(log n);
3. bipartiteness
time O(l);

in update

time

0(log3

time

O(log3

Main
Idea.
The new technique
is a combination
of
a novel decomposition
of the graph and randomization.
The edges of the graph are partitioned
into O(log n)
levels such that edges in highly-connected
parts of the
graph (where cuts are dense) are on lower levels than
those in loosely-connected
parts (where cuts are sparse).
For each level i, a spanning forest is maintained
for the
graph whose edges are in levels i and below.
If a tree
edge is deleted at level i, we sample edges on level i such
that with high probability
either (1) we find an edge
reconnecting
the two subtrees or (2) the cut defined by
the deleted edge is too sparse for level i. In Case (1) we
found a replacement
edge fast, in Case (2) we copy all
edges on the cut to level i + 1 and recurse on level i + 1.
To our knowledge
the only previous
use of randomization in dynamic algorithms
is are (Monte-Carlo
t ype)
approximation
algorithms
for minimum
cuts [14, 12].
This paper is structured
as follows:
Section 2 gives
the dynamic
connectivity
algorithm,
Section 3 presents
the 2-edge connect ivit y result.
Sections 4 sketches the
minimum
spanning
trees, bipartiteresults for k-weight
ness, and minimum
spanning trees with arbitrary
weights,

n) and query

O(log4

n) and

n) and query

2
4. minimum
spanning tree of a graph with
weights in update time O(k log3 n);

A Connectivity

Algorithm

k different
2.1

A Deletions-Only

Algorithm

Let G = (V, E) with IV[ = n
and IEI = m. The edges of G are partitioned
into 1
subgraphs GI, . . . , Gl such that G, = (V, E,), U,E, = E,
and for all i # j, E, n E9 = 0. For each G,, we keep
a forest F, of tree edges such that F = U] <,FJ is a
spanning forest of G,. A spanning
tree T on level i is a
tree of Uj<,F3.
If T contains an edge e and a vertex u,
let Tu \ e denote the subtree of T \ e which contains u.
All nontree edges incident
to vertices in T are stored
in a data structure
that is described in more detail beof T, denoted
w(T),
is the number
low.
The wetght
of nontree edges incident
to the spanning
tree, where
edges whose both endpoints
lie in the spanning
tree are
counted twice. A tree is smaller than another tree if its
weight is no greater than the other’s.
We say level i is
below level i +1.
Dejinttions

5. k-edge witness problem
(“does the removal of the
give; k ed~es disconnect
the graph?”)
in update
time O log n) and amortized
expected query time
\
O(k log n). Note that cycle-equivalence
is equivalent to the 2-edge witness problem.
We also sketch a modification
to our connectivity
algorithm
which saves a factor log log n in the update
time for this algorithm
and its applications.
As an immediate
consequence
of these results we
achieve faster dynamic algorithms
for the following
problems:
1. An algorithm
to maintain
a 1+e-approximation
of the minimum
spanning
tree in expected
time
O(p log3 n(log V)/e) for p updates, where the weights
of the edges are between 1 and U.

and

notation:

FI
Initially
all edges are in G1, and we compute
which is a spanning tree of G.
When an edge e is deleted, remove e from the graph
containing
it. If e is a tree edge, let i be the index of a
forest such that e c F,. Call Rep/ace(e, i).

spanning
tree algorithm
that
2. A simple minimum
combined
with
sparsification
achieves an amortized expected update time of O(@ logz n).
algorithm
for maintaining
a maximal
3. A dynamic
spanning forest decomposition
of order k of a graph
by keeping
k dyin time O(k log n) per update
namic connectivity
data structures.

Replace(e,
i)
edge e and let T1
Let T be the level i tree containing
and T2 be the two subtrees of T that resulted from the
deletion
of e. Assume w(TI ) < to(l’z).
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●

If W(T1 ) < logz n goto

●

Sample:
incident
constant
is picked
with one
I/w(TI).

2.

Case 2.

We sample c logz m nontree edges of G,
to vertices
of TI for some appropriate
in TI
c. An edge with both endpoints
with probability
2/w(Tl)
and an edge
endpoint
inTl
ispicked
with probability

9

edge found:
If one of the
Case 1: Replacement
sampled edges connects T1 to T2 add it to F’,.

●

unsuccessful:
IfnoneofthesamCase2: Samplin.q
pled edges conne~tsl’l
and-T2, search alledges incident toTl
and determines
= {edges connecting
TI and TZ}.

– If ISI > w(Tl)/(c’logm)
of S a tree edge in F,.
–

2.1

The proof
2.2

The

make

i+

if U3>,E, #0 then
l). Else stop.

UJ<%F3 is aspannzng
is straightforward

Euler

Tour

Data

forest

is stored in a balanced search
If the sequence ET(T)
tree of degree b, and height O((log n)/ log b) then one
may insert an interval
or splice out an interval
in time
O(b(log n)/ log b), while maintaining
the balance of the
tree, and determine
if two elements are in the same tree,
in
or if one element precedes the other in the ordering
time

do

here.

Structure

c of ~ do

twice and every degree-d
Each edge of T is visited
vertex d times, except for the root which is visited d + 1
times.
Each time any vertex u is encountered,
we call
this an occurrence of the vertex and denote it by OU.
New encodings
for trees resulting
from splits and
joins of previously
encoded trees can easily be generbe the sequence representing
an arbiated. Let ET(T)
trary tree T.

1. To

delete
the two

for

modifying

edge
trees

n)/b).

Data structures:
We have two options
for storing
the
nont ree edges: the first is simpler and is explained
here.
The second shaves off a factor of log log n from the update time by reducing
the cost of sampling.
It is described in the last subsection
of this section.
For each spanning
tree T on each level i < 1, each
is stored in a node of a balanced
occurrence
of ET(T)
binary search tree we call the ET(T) -tree. “For each tree
T on the last level 1, ET(T)
is stored in a balanced
(log n)-ary search trees. Note that there are no nontree
edges on this level. For each vertex u c T, we arbitrarily
choose one occurrence
to be the actzve occurrence
of u.
With the act ive occurrence of each vertex v, we keep
the (unordered)
list of nontree edges in level i which are
incident
to v, stored as a balanced
binar;y tree.
Each
node in the ET-tree
contains
the number
of nontree
edges stored in its subtree.
In addition
to storing G and F using adjacency lists,
we keep some arrays and lists:

of U1<, G1.

ET(x)

Procedures

O((log

Aside from lists and arrays, the only data structures
used in the connectivity
algorithm
are trees represented
as sequences which are stored in balanced
b-ary search
trees. We next describe these data structures.

In this subsection
we present the data structure
that
we use to implement
the algorithm
of the previous
section efficiently.
We encode an arbitrary
tree T with n
vertices using a sequence of 2n – 1 symbols, which is generat ed as follows:
Root the tree at an arbitrary
vertex.
), where ET is defined as follows:
Then call ET(mJot

visit z;
for each child
ET(c);
visit z.

trees T and T’ Iby edge e:
a ~ T and b e T’. Given any

occurrences O. and ob, reroot T’ at b, create a new
occurrence o.. and splice the sequence ET(T’)oam
into ET(T)
immediately
after o..

one element

and is omitted

change
the root
of T from
r to s: Let o. denote any occurrence
of s. Splice out the first part
of the sequence ending with the occurrence
before
o,, remove its first occurrence
(or), and tack this
on to the end of the sequence which now begins
with o.. Add a new occurrence
OS to the end.

3. To join
two rooted
Let e = {a, b} with

If O < [Sl ~ w(Tl)/(c’logm),
remove the
elements of S from Et, and insert them into
E,+l.
Then make one of the newly inserted
edges a tree edge in F,+l.

– If S=Othen
Replace(e,
Theorem

To

●

For each vertex and each level, a pointer
vertex’s active occurrence
on that level.

to the

. For each tree edge, for each level k such that e c
UI <j ~kFj,
pointers to each of the four (or three, if
an~ndpoint
its traversal
●

encodings

T: Let T1 and T2 be
{a, b} from
which
result,
where a c TI and

is a leaf) occurrences
in U1 52s kF3;

associated

with

For each nont ree edge, pointers
to the two leaves
in which it is stored;
of the ET-tree

s For each level i, a list containing
a pointer to each
root of a ET(T) -tree, for all spanning
trees T at
level i, and for each root a pointer back to the list;

represent
the
occurb e T2. Let Oal ~ %, Oaz ~ %
rences encountered
in the two traversals
of {a, b}.
If Oa, < C%l and obl < obz then O.l
<
obl
<
Thus ET(T2 ) is given by the interob2
<
oa2.
Vd
of ET(T)
Obl, ...,
0b2 and ET(TI
) is given by
the sequence o~l, . . , 0~2.
splicing out of ET(T)

●

For each level i, a list
each edge a pointer
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of tree edges in F, and for

back to its position

in the list.

2.3

trees is the same for all levels.
Then insert the nontree edges with the appropriate
active occurrences
into
level 1 and compute the number of nontree edges in the
subtree of each node.
To answer
the query:
“Are
z and y connected?”:
Test if tree(z,
1) = tree(g,
1).
To update
the data structure
after
a deletion
of
edge
e={u, v}: If e is a tree edge on level i, then for
j)
and cali Replace(u,
v, i).
i >-j do deleiedree(e,
If e is not a tree edge, execute delete-nontree(e).

Implementation

Using the data structures
described above, the following
operations
can be executed
on each spanning
tree on
each level. Let T be aspanning
tree on leveli.
●

tree(z, i): Return
a pointer
to ET(T)
where Tis
thespanning
tree oflevel
i that contains vertexz.

●

nontree.edges(T):
stored in ET(T).

●

sample&ted(T):
Randomly
select a nontree edge
of G, that has at least one endpoint
in T, where
an edge with both endpoints
in T is picked with
probability y 2/w(T)
and an edge with exactly one
endpoint
in T is picked with probability
I/w(T).
Test if exactly
one endpoint
is in T, and if so,
return the edge.

Return

a list

of nontree

edges

●

insert-tree(e,
i): Join by e the two trees on level
i, each of which contains
an endpoint
of e.

●

a!elete.tree(e,
i): Remove
i which cent ains it.

●

insert-nont
~ee(T, e): Insert
cident to T.

●

deletemontree(e):

Delete

e from

teplace(u,v,i)
f w(hee(u,
i)) s w(tree(v,
else Z’I = tree(v, i)
f W(T1) < logz n goto

the nont ree edge e in-

edge e.

The following
running
times are achieved using a biinsert-non_tree,
search tree: tree, sample&test,
delete-non-tree,
delete-tree,
and insert-tree
in O(log n)
and nontree-edges(T)
in O(rn’ log n), where m’ is the
number
of moved edges.
On the last level 1, when a
(log n)-ary tree is used, the running
time of deJetedree
and insert_tree
is increased to 0(log2 nj log log n) and
the running time of tree is reduced to O(log n/ log log n).
We sketch the implementation
details of some of these
operations.
( T):

Let

T be a level

i tree.

Pick

TI = t~ee(u,

i)

Case 2.

Select one e’ G S;
for j z i do insert_tree(e’,
j).
Case 2.2:0<
ISI < w(Tl)/(2c’logn)
Select one e’ 6 S;
for j > i do inseri!-tree(e’,
j);
T$ = tree(e’, i + 1);
for every nontree edge e“ c S do

nary

sample&test

then

iepeat
sample& test(Tl ) c log2 n times.
~ase 1: Replacement
edge e’ is found
delete.nontree(
e’);
for j z i do insert_tree(e’,
j).
Uase 2: Sampling
unsuccessful
or each edge {u, v} 6 nontree-edges(T1
) do
if t~ee(u, 1) # tree(v, 1) then
add {u, v} to S.
{S=
{edges with exactly one endpoint
in TI } }.
Case 2.1: ISI z w(Tl)/(2c’logn)

the tree on level

the nontree

i))

delete-non-tree(

Case 2.3: S = 0
if Uj>, Ej # 0 then
Analysis

of running

e”);

insert-nontree(

Replace(u,
time.

v,i

Z’3, e“).

+ 1).

We show that

the amor-

tized _cost per deletio~ is 0(log3 n) if there are m deletions.
In all cases where a replacement
edge is found, O log n)
i
insert-tree
operations
are executed,
costing O(log
n).
In addition:
Case 1: Sampling is successful. The cost of sample&test
is O(log n) and this is repeated
O(log2 n) times, for a
total of O(log3 n).
Case 2: Sampling is not successful or w(T1 ) < logz n.
The cost of gathering
the nontree edges, i.e., executing
nontree.edges(Tl
) is O(log n) per nontree edge and the
cost of testing each edge is O(log n/ log log n) for a total cost of O(W(T1 ) log n). Now there are three possible
cases.
Case 2.1: ISI z w(Z’1)/(2c’10g
m). If w(Tl)
< log2 n,
we charge the cost of executing
nontree-edges(Z’l
) =
0(log3 n) to the delete operation.
Otherwise,
the proba-

a ran-

dom number
j between
1 and w(T)
and find the j’h
1) #
nontree edge {u, v} stored in the ET(T).
If tree(u,
return the edge.
tree(v,
1) then
insert .-t ree( e,i) Determine
the active occurrences
of
the endpoints
of e on level i and follow
Procedure
3
for joining
two rooted trees, above. Update pointers
to
the root of the new tree and the list of tree edges on
level i.
delete.tree(e,i):
Let e = {u, v}. Determine
the four
occurrences
associated with the traversal of e in the tree
on level i which cent ains e and delete e from it, following
Procedure
1, above. Update pointers to the roots of the
new trees, the list of tree edges, and (if necessary) the
active occurrences
of u and v.

bility of this subcase occurring
is (l-l/(c’
0(1/n2)
for c = 4c’. and the total cost
O(W(TI ) log n). Thus this contributes
an
of O (log n) per operation.
Case 2.2 and 2.3:
ISI < w(Tl)/(2c’
delete.nontree,
insert_nontree,
and tree
for a total cost of O(W(TI ) log n). In this

Using these functions,
the deletions
only algorithm
can be implemented
as follows.
To initialize
the data
structures:
Given a graph G
compute
a spanning
forest of G. Compute
the ET(T)
for each T in the forest, select active occurrences,
and
set up pointers
as described
above. Initially,
the set of
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log m))c10g2”
=
of this case is
expected
cost
logm)
Each
costs O(log n),
case tree(u, i)

and tree(v, i) are not reconnected.
Note that only edges
incident
to the smaller tree 7’1 are searched and tested.
Let m, be the number
of edges ever in level i. Every
time an edge is incident
to a smaller tree, the weight of
the tree to which the edge is incident
is halved.
Thus,
over the course of the algorithm,
each edge is incident
to a smaller
tree at most log (2m, ) times in a given
level. Thus, for all such trees TI on level i, ~ ZO(’l’l ) <
m, log (2m, ) and
the total
cost of this case over the
course of the algorithm
for level i is O(m, log2 n). We
show that ~, m, = O(m), giving a total cost of 0(mlog2
n).
Lemma
m/c”-l.

2.2

The

total

number

of edges ever m G,

The proof is straightforward,
number of levels, and is omitted
Choosing
c’ = 2 immediately
number of levels.
Corollary

2.3

l’he~e

are log m = O(log

A Fully

Dynamic

Connectivity

n) levels.

of the total

num-

Algorithm

Next we also consider insertions.
When an edge {u, v}
is inserted into G, use binary search to find the smallest i
such that tree(u, i) = tree(v, i) in time O(log n log log n).
If u and v are not connected,
add {u, v} to G[ and FI.
We say that {u, v} is newly inse?’ted into G at level i or
1, respectively.
To guarantee
that the number of levels does not exof the data structure
is executed
ceed 3 log m, a rebuild
periodically.
A rebuild
of level i, for i >1, is done by a
move-edges(i)
operation,
which moves all tree and nontree edges in G3 for j z i into G,–l.
Note that after a
rebuild
at level i, G,, for j z i, contains no edges. Also,
the spanning
trees on level i – 1 are the same as the
spanning
trees on level 1 before the rebuild,
i.e., they
span the connected
components
of G.
It is not hard to see that these new operations
preserve the invariant

that

U~ ~, F3 is a spanning

forest

that

~~,

w(T1 ) = mj log 2m3, where

the sum is taken

over all smaller components
2’1 created on level j since
the previous time level j was empty. Thus, the cost for
the gathering
and testing of edges on level j since the
previous
time level j was empty is 0(m3 logz n). Now,
note that mz cannot exceed bj since this would have
caused a rebuild
on level j, which would have emptied
level j. Noting
that ~, ~, b, = O(bz), the cost for all
levels j z i since the rebuild on level i is ()(b, log2 n).
The cost of (1), i.e. the cost of executing move-edges(i)
is the cost of moving each tree edge and each nontree
edge in G1, j ~ i into G.–l.
Each move costs log n per
edge. A tree edge is added into a given level no more
than once because it is never moved up. (If a tree edge
is deleted and reinserted
on level 1 we co,nsider this a
different
edge. ) Therefore,
the total cost of all inserts
for any particular
tree edge is O(log2 n) which can be
charged to the insertion
of the edge. Since there are no
more than b, nontree edges in levels i or above, the costs
of moving these to level i – 1 is O(b, log n).
Thus the cost incurred
in (1) and (2) is O(b, logz n).

by induction
on the
in this abstract.
gives a bound on the

Corollary
2.4 The sum over all levels
ber of edges in each level ts O(m).
2,4

is

We first address (2).
Assume a rebuild
occurs on
level i. Then for each level j z i, let mj be the number
of nontree edge additions
to level j since the previous
time level j was empty. Following
a similar argument
to
the one in the deletions only case, it is not clifficult to see

We use a potential
function
argument.
Each new insertion into level i contributes
c“ logz n tokens toward the
bank account of each level j s i for a total of @(log3 n)
tokens.
We show below that a rebuild occurs on level i only
into G at levif b, /2 edges have been newly inserted
els i or above, since the last time G, had no nontree
edges, i.e., the time of the last rebuild
on level i or
lower.
Thus, when the rebuild
on level i occurs, there
to pay for the costs
are c“ (b, logz n)/2 tokens available
incurred
in (1) and (2).
It remains to show the following:
Lemma
edges
above,

of

2.5
have
since

A
been
the

rebuild

OCCUTS on

newly
ttme

inserted
of

the

[evel

znto
last

G

?’ebuild

i

only
at
on

if

b,/2

levels

i

level

i

lower.

~J5iG1.
An edge additton
to G, occurs when an edge is newly
inserted into G at level j, or when it is moved from GJ –1
during a deletion.
A level i is rebuilt
when the number
of nont ree edge additions
into Uj ~, El since the last re-

Proof:
Immediately
after a rebuild
on level i or
lower, there are no nont ree edges on level i. We
show that at most b,/ 2 edges are moved from
G,_l
to G, since the last rebuild
at level i or
lower, if c’ z 8, where c’ is the constant
in the
Replace
algorithm.

(Note
build at level i or lower, reaches b, = n3 /2’-2.
that if an edge is added, deleted, and then added again,
this edge contributes
two to the number of nontree edge
additions.
)

This is by induction
on i. For i = 2 since a
smaller component
contains less than n(n – 1)/2
nontree edges at any given time and since there
can be no more than n – 1 splits of components,
there have been at most n(n – 1)2 /2 edges gathered and tested on level 1 since the last rebuild
on level 2. At most a factor of l/(2c’ lo,g n) of the
searched edges has been moved to level 2. Thus,
at most n3 /(4c’ log n) < bz /2 edges are moved
from GI to G2 since the last rebuild ojf Gz.

Analysis
of the running
time.
To analyze the running time, note that the analysis of Case 1 and Case
2.1, above, are not affected by the rebuilds.
However,
(1) we have to bound the cost incurred
during
an insertion,
i.e. the cost of the operation
move-edges
and
(2) in Case 2.2 and 2.3, the argument
that O(m, log n)
and
edges are gathered and tested (using nontree.edges
tree) on level i during the course of the algorithm
must
be modified.
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or
or

3

For i >2 note that the last rebuild
at level i
or lower occurred
at or after the last rebuild
at
level i – 1. Thus, since the last rebuild
at level i
occurred,
there were less than b;-- 1 edge additions
to G,_l and less than b,–1 log 2b,–I < 4b,–1 log n
edges were gathered
and tested on level i – 1. At
most a factor of l/(2c’ log n) of these edges has
been moved to level i. Thus, less than 2b,-1 /c’ =
b, /2 edges are moved from G,.- 1 to Gi since the
last
2.5

rebuild

Reducing

at level
the

Cost

i or lower.

A 2-Edge

Connectivity

Algorithm

Let F be a spanning forest of G and let F’ be a spanning
forest of G \ F. Two nodes are 2-edge connected in G iff
[15]. Thus, it suffices
they are 2-edge connected in FUF’
to test 2-edge connectedness
in F U F’.
Since F and
F’ can be maintained
with two dynamic
connectivity
data structures,
we restrict
our description
to updates
that modify F U F’. To shorten our description
we give
an algorithm
with amortized
expected
time 0(log6 n).
However, this algorithm
can be improved
to take time
O(log4 n).

I

of Sampling

In this section,
we sketch a modification
to the data
structure
which reduces the cost of sampling
a single
edge to O(log n/ log log n) and the cost of nontree.edges
This results in a faster overto 0(1) per edge returned.
all update time, of 0(log3 n/ log n log n).
The idea is to keep nontree edges incident
to each
ET-tree
in a separate
(Iogn)-ary
balanced
tree, with
one nontree edge per leaf. By randomly
accessing each
branch,
we can select a nontree
edge in time proportional to the height of the tree, O(log n/ log log n).
we keep a nontree
edge list N(T)
For each ET-tree,
of all nontree
edges in level i incident
to nodes in T.
Those with two endpoints
in T appear twice in the list.
The list is organized
as follows:
Let Z1, .. .. z~ be the
list of nodes in T ordered
by the appearance
of their
active occurrence
in ET(T).
Let 1(z3 ) consist of the set
of nontree edges (on level i) incident
to Z3. Then IV(T)
consists of the edges in 1(ZI ), if any, followed
by the
edges 1(z2 ), etc. The list is stored in a balanced search
tree of degree log n.
The active occurrence
for a vertex z is said to be
nonempty
if 1(z) # 0. There is a pointer
from each
nonempty
active occurrence
of a node Zj to the start
of 1(z3 ). Also, each internal
node of the ET(T) -tree
contains a bit indicating
if a nonempty
active occurrence
is contained
in its subtree.
Given any occurrence,
these
bits can be used to find the nearest nonempty
active
occurrence
preceding
it and succeeding it, in ET(T).
The procedures
for delete.tree
and insert.tree
are
are
modified
so that the nont ree edges in the NT-tree
reordered
when ET(T)
is changed.
For example,
suppose an interval
in ET(T)
which is delimited
by occurrences
O. and ob is removed.
Let oat and oh, be
the nearest nonempty
active occurrences
succeeding
a,
b, respectively.
Then the interval
in NT
and preceding
from l(a’) to the end of f(b’) is removed from NT(T).
Delete-nontree,
insert-nontree,
nontree.edges
are also
slightly
modified
to accommodate the new data structure.
Using this data structure
the asymptotic
running
insert-nontree,
delete.tree,
and
time of delete-nontree,
insert-tree
is 0(log2 n/ log log n), while move-edges
takes
The running
time
O(log2 n/ log log n) per edge moved.
is reduced to O(1) per edge returned
of nontree-edges
reduced to O(log n/ log log
and the cost of sample&testis
(Testing
remains
O(log n/ log logn).)
Since these operations are the “bottlenecks”
in our previous implement ation,
this reduces the amortized
expected
time per
operation
to 0(log3 n/ log log n).

3.1

A Deletions-only

Algorithm

Definitions
and notation:
The edges of F U F’ are partitioned
into 1 subgraphs
G1,...
, G!. For each G,, we
keep a forest F, and a forest F: of tree edges such that
F = Uj F] and F’ = Uj F;.
Edges of F are called tree
edges and the tree path between u and v is denoted by
T(u, v). If T is the tree of U3~,FJ containing
an edge
e and a node u, let T. \ e denote the subtree of T \ e
containing
u.
A nontree edge {u, v} covers a tree edge e iff e lies
on the tree path between u and v. A bridge is an edge
of F that is not covered by an edge of F’. Two nodes
u and v are 2-edge connected iff all edges on n (u, v) are
covered [8].
We maintain
the following
invartants:
(1) For i <1,
every edge of F, is covered by an edge of F:, and it is
not covered by an edge of FL for k < i. (2) Every edge
of Fl is a bridge.
To initialize
the data
structures:
Initially
put all
bridges of F U F’ into G] and all remaining
edges into
GI. This guarantees
that the invariants
hold.
Y~Are ~ and y 2-edge
conTo answer
the query:
nected?”:
We store F in a dynamic
tree data structure [18] and give all edges of FI cost O and all remaining
edges cost 1. To test if z and y are 2-edge connected,
check if the minimum
cost on T(z, y) in the dynamic
tree is O. This test takes time O(log n).
To update
the data structure
after
a deletion
of
edge
e={u, v}: Let i be the index of the graph such
i).
that e G G,. Remove e from G, and call Delete(e,
Delete

(e, i)

edge e’ in F’
Case A: e E F : Search for a replacement
for e. If e’ does not exist, then e is a bridge.
Remove
e from G,. Otherwise,
make e an edge of F’ and e’ an
edge of F and continue as in Case B.

n

edge e’ in
Case B: e E F’ : Search for a replacement
G \ F fore.
If e’ exists, make e’ an edge of F’ and stop.
If no replacement
edge fore exists, call Test-Path(u,v,i).
It determines
all edges in F, which have become bridges
in U3 c,G, by the removal of e = {u, v}, moves them to
level ~ + 1, and recurses.
Note that all newly created
~. bridges in F, must lie on T(U, v).
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Test-Path
(u, v, i)
Let T denote the tree of UJ~, F, containing
Initially
all edges on 7(u, v) are uncovered.

u and v.
Let el =

{z, ~} be the middle
el) < VJ(TO \el).
.

Sample:
Sample 2C log2 m edges of F: incident
to
nodes of Tu \ el for some appropriate
constant
c.
An edge with both endpoints
in Tu \ el is picked
with probability
2/w(Tu
\ el ) and an edge with
one endpoint
in Tu \ el is picked with probability
l/w(TU
\ cl).
Next determine
the first edge e’ = {z’, y’} of F.
on T(U, y) that is not covered by a sampled edge.
Wlog let z’ 6 T(M, y’).

●

Case: e’ exists and w(TU\e’)
Sample with e’ as e.

●

Case:
–

are copied to the next level.
for Test_Path
is 0(log5 n).

edge of T(U, v) and wlog let w(ZL \

e’ ezzsts and w(TU

~ w(Tu\el)/2:

> w(TU

\ el)/2:

If y # v then

The proof
abstract:
Theorem
an

edge

Tree-Path(y,

of the following

remove e’
and insert

in this extended

3.1 For i <1, every edge of F, is covered by
of F: and it is not covered by an edge of F: for

A Dynamic

2-Edge

Connectivity

Graph

Problems
probby rean alspan-

Let G = (V, E) be the initial
graph.
Gompute
the
minimum
spanning forest F of G. We define a sequence
of subgraphs GI, Gz, ... . Gh on nodeset V and with edgeSetS El, ~Z, . ... Eh as fOllOwS:
Let E. = {edges with weight of rank i} U F. If initially,
there are 1 < k distinct
edgeweights,
then for i > 1,
E, = F. These E, are called “extras”.
The spanning
forests of each G, are maintained
as in the connectivity
algorithm.
These forests and F are also stored in dynamic trees. The subgraphs
are ordered by the weight
of its edgeset and stored in a balanced binary tree.

lc <i.

3.2

Dynamic

The k-weight
minimum
spanning tree problem
is to maintain a minimum
spanning
forest in a dynamic
graph
edgeweights
at any given
with no more than k different
time.

v, i).
is omitted

Other

In this section, we show that some dynamic graph
lems have polylogarithmic
expected update time,
ducing these problems to connectivity
and we give
ternative
algorithm
for maintaining
the minimum
ning tree.

– Determine
all edges of T. \ e’ that are not
covered by an edge of the new forest F: and
move them to G,+l.
●

time

Goto

Search all edges incident
to Tu \ e’ and deterTa \ e’ and
mine S = {edges of F“ connecting
Tv \ e’}.

– If O < IS] ~ W(TU \ e’)/(c’ logm),
and the elements
of S from G,,
them into G,~I.

the amortized

Looking for a replacement
edge takes amortized
time
0(log3 n) and if successful we can stop. If no replacement edge exists, we determine
in Test.Path
all edges
that are no longer covered at level i and recurse.
The
is 0(log5 n),
amortized
time for one call to Test-.Path
which gives an amortized
time for a Delete of O(loge n).
Insertions
are payed for using the same charging scheme
as in the case of connectivity y. The algorithm
can be
speeded up to 0(log4 n) by replacing recursive calls with
special-case procedures.
4

\ e’)

Thus,

Algorithm

To insert
edge {u, v} into G: determine
if u and v
are connected in F. If so, find the minimum
cost edge e
on the path from u to v in F. If the weight of e is greater
than the weight of {u, v}, replace e in F by {u, v}. If
u and v were not previously
connected,
add {u, v} to
F. Otherwise,
just add {u, v} to E, where j is the rank
of the weight of {u, v}.
If {u, v} is the only edge of
its weight in G, then create a new subgraph
by adding
{u, v} to an extra and inserting
it into the ordering
of
the other G,. Update
the E, to reflect the changes to

If an edge {u, v} is added to G, it is inserted
at the
maximum
level of all tree edges on m(u, v), i.e. into the
highest-level
graph in which all tree edges on X(U, v)
are covered. This guarantees
that the invariant
of Theorem 3.1 is maintained.
For each level i if the number
of nontree
edges added into G, for j z i reaches b,,
level i is rebuilt
by adding all edges to level i – 1. This
preserves the invariant
as well.
The
Analysis
of the Running
Time.
We keep
F U F’ in an Euler Tour data structure
and for each
i U3<, F in a dynamic
tree data structure.
The latter
allows us to find the midpoint
in a path, cover F with
a nontree edge, and find the uncovered
edge on level i
closest to z in time O(log n). It is straightforward
to
implement
the algorithm
using these data structures.
As in the case of connectivity y there are O(log n) levels.
To analyze procedure
Test-Path
note that the procedure calls itself O(log n) times since each call halves
the length of the path that is tested. During each recursive call the sampling
step is executed
O(log n) times,
since every call halves the weight of the smaller component.
As in the connectivity
case, the cost for searching all edges incident
to the smaller component
if sampling is not successful can be charged to either the lowprobability
event that sampling fails or to the edges that

F.
To delete edge {u, v} from
G: Delete {u, v} from all
graphs containing
it. To update F: If {u, v} had been
in F, then a tree T in F is divided into two components.
Find the minimum
i such that u and v are connected in
G,. Now, search the path from u to v in G, to find an
edge crossing the cut in T. Use binary search: Let T be
a midpoint
of the path.
Recurse on the portion
of the
path between u and x if u and x are not connected
in
F; else recurse on the path between z anc~ v.

We note that if a tree is stored as a dynamic tree, the
midpoint
of a path in the tree maybe found in O(log n)
time.
The amortized
update time of this, algorithm
is
O(k log3 n). The analysis and proof of correctness
are
omitted
here.
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Given a graph
I+e-approximation
spanning
tree
of the weight
taining
a l+e
ducible
to the
has rank i if it
i = 0,1,..,
hog
with amortized

5

with
weights
between
1 and U, a
tree is a
of the mmimum
spanning
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whose weight is within
a factor of l+c
of the optimal.
The problem
of mainapproximation
is easily seen to be rek-weight
MST problem,
where a weight
falls in the interval
[(l+c)’,
(1 +C)’+l)
for
U/ log(l + e)j. This yields an algorithm
cost O(log3 n(log U)/e).
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